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Abstract--“A Novel Cryptographic Approach for Preventing

Attacks in a Network” mainly aims at handling a key 
agreement technique among the communicating users in a 
dedicated network. The proposed novel approach utilized the 
MQV key agreement protocol to ensure authentication among 
the users from intruders. An enhancement is done in MQV in 
terms of a “Hash Variant”, and is termed as HMQV which 
generates a hash value for the identity of the other user. The 
output of this hash value is taken as f=|q|/2 where q is a prime 
order number. The ephemeral keys are obtained from users 
public/private key pairs ensuring the same secret session key 
generated among the communicating users. 

Keywords—MQV, Hash Variant, Ephemeral Keys, Secret 
Session Key. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The encryption and decryption of data between the 
users is termed as Cryptography. When transmitting the 
perceptive data or information over an insecure media 
cryptography enables the intruders cannot read the data or 
information except the authorized user. A secret key was 
established in between the communicating users agreeing 
upon a key exchange protocol which allows both the users 
to share data without any intruders influence or any other 
type of attacks [1]. 

The algorithms for key exchange protocol in 
cryptography plays a vital role in both the theory of 
cryptographic research and network security [2]. A public, 
private key pairs, secret session key, signature etc. were 
established to authenticate both the communicating users. 

The main root of public-key cryptography in key 
exchange protocols is a Diffie-Hellman Key-exchange 
protocol [3]. It is the first key agreement protocol that 
shares a key over an insecure media. In this protocol both 
the communicating users agree on a key so that the 
eavesdropper cannot obtain the key. But there is no 
authentication support between the two users with the man-
in-middle attack. 

Due to this drawback, Menezes, Qu, Solinas and 
Vanstone developed a protocol popularly called MQV 
protocol which eliminates man-in-middle attack [4]. In 
MQV protocol a shared secret key is established between 
the two trusted users of their public keys generating 
dynamic public and private keys. An implicit signature is 
generated by using their own public key where a shared 
secret key is implemented. If any of the user’s public key is 
not employed then an implicit signature will not be 
generated unless linked to the trusted public key. But MQV 
protocol is invalidate to different type of attacks and 
security goals such as Impersonation attacks, UKS attacks, 
KCI attacks etc . 

A. Types of Attacks for which MQV Fails 

1) Impersonation Attacks: Impersonation attack [5] is an
attack where the user’s identities will compromises in a 
malicious manner due to the lack of authentication in a 
communication media.  

2) Unknown Key Share Attack: In an Unknown Key Share
(UKS) attack [6] both the users believe that they are sharing 
the key in a secure communication media authenticating the 
key confirmation. But the fact is that the authentication key 
agreement is communicated in an insecure media by both 
the users which lead to authentication failure [7]. 

3) Key Compromise Impersonation Attack (KCI): In Key
Compromise Impersonation (KCI) attack, where the 
eavesdroppers takes the advantage of having knowledge on 
the user’s private key in a communication media [8].  

So MQV protocol fails to different types of 
security attacks invalidating the authentication of the user’s 
identity over a communication media. To overcome from 
these attacks, a “hash variant” protocol was proposed 
termed as HMQV that which maintains the same 
functionality, performance and fulfilment of the key 
protocol.   
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II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Description of HMQV Approach 

The HashMQV (HMQV) [9] is a very transparent and 
straightforward protocol variant of MQV. MQV generates a 
session key i.e., for both encryption and decryption same 
session key is generated among the users to ensure that they 
are communicating over a secure media. 

 
For encryption and decryption a key is generated 

randomly called Session Key [10] which ensures the 
security over communication between the users. It is 
derived from a hash value. The key is transmitted along 
with the information and encrypted with user’s public key 
throughout the each session.   

 
The session keys that are generated by HMQV 

computation, key values contain hash value for the identity 
of the other user. The output of this hash value is taken as 
f=|q|/2 where q is a prime order number. In addition to that 
in HMQV, the length f of the desired session key 
considered as f-bit keys that which requisites the hashing 
values  σ	A must be equal to that of σ	B. So the hashing 
function of ‘f ’ bits outputs as H with f bit of H [11]. 
 
1) Confrontation to Impersonation Attack: Not knowing the 
private key of a user A which is a minimum requirement for 
communicating over a secure key exchange protocol the 
attacker will not be able to impersonateA. MQV fails in 
handling this requirement. HMQV hold this security by 
generating the keys as d= H(X, B) and e= H(Y, A) which 
are fixed constants. 
2) Confrontation to UKS Attacks: Comparing MQV with 
HashMQV(HMQV) the values of a session are termed as  
A ,B, X, Y where X and Y are the sending and the receiving 
values over a communication media between the users. 
Both the users are communicating over a secure session if 
(	A , B , X , Y) matches to that of (B , A , Y , X). 
3) Confrontation to KCI attacks: In case of KCI attacks, the 
session key is computed with the ephemeral values [12]that 
means generating a key during execution of a key 
establishment process which are the designing principles of 
HMQV. The proposed designed principle of HMQV is that 
which contains the hashing of session key k where H ( 	A) 
must be same as H ( 	B). 
 
So from the above comparisons HMQV protocol ensures 
all of the mentioned security attacks such as impersonation 
attacks, UKS attacks and KCI attacks. 

 
An elaborated description about the extended key 

compromise impersonation (KCI) attack is presented by 
Qiang et.al,[8]. According to the authors the attacks like 
KCI may cause session’s hazards to both the authenticated 

keys. Also the authors presented an approach for how to 
prevent such attacks. 
 

The importance of reutilization of ephemeral keys is 
proposed by Alfred Menezes et.al,[13] in their publication. 
They mentioned that the use of ephemeral keys in key 
agreement protocol reduces the computational complexity 
of the protocol. Also they pointed out on how to launch the 
small subgroups attacks successfully on DH protocols. 
 

B. The Algorithmic Computation of HMQV Key-
Agreement Protocol 
 

1:   Domain Parameters are q (prime number), g (integer). 
2: A and B are public key identities of both communicating 
users. 
3:a and b are the private keys of A and B where a,bϵ[1,q-1]. 
4: A and B are public keys of A and B. 
5: x and y are the ephemeral private keys of A and B where 
x, y ϵ [1, q-1]. 
6:   X and Y are the ephemeral public keys of A and B. 
7:   H is a Hash function. 
8: 		H is an f-bit hash function where f=|q|/2.  
9:   K is a session key. 
      Both communicating users compute same session key 
i.e K = H( 	A)  = H( 	B). 
 

C. The Key Agreement Technique of HMQV 
INPUT: Domain parameters ( q, g ) , pre-established key 
pairs  User1(private key, public key) = (a, A=ga). 
          User2 (private key, public key) = (b, B=gb). 
 
OUTPUT: Shared session key K = H( 	 ̅) = H( 	 ).  

 
step1: User1 choose a random number x and sends X=gx  to 
User2. 
step2: User2 choose a random number y and sends Y=gy  to 
User1. 
step3: User1 choose a random number a and compute key A 
as A = ga  and send to User2.  
step4: User2 choose a random number b and compute key 
B as B = gb and send to User1. 
U1: 
Step5: User1 checks that  Y!=0  and compute the shared 
secret key σ	A. 
Step6: compute σ	A = ( YBe)x+da. 
 U2: 
Step5: User2 checks that  X!=0  and compute the shared 
secret key 	σ	B. 
Step6: compute 	σ	B= ( XAd)y+eb. 
Where   d =  H ( X, B)    i.e.  d = 2f+Xmod2f   and  
              e =  H ( Y, A)    i.e.  e = 2f+Ymod2f.   
Both users User1 and User2 compute the same session key 
K i.e. K= H(σ	A)  = H(σ	B). 
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D. Comparison between MQV and Proposed HMQV 

The step-wise comparison of both MQV and HMQV 
protocols are described in Table [1] and Table[2]. The 
domain parameters of MQV key agreement technique are 
p,q and g. Where p and g are generated integers and q is a 
prime number. Similarly the domain parameters described 
in the proposed approach are q and g. Where q is a prime 
number and g is a generated integer. 

TABLE I 

MQV KEY AGREEMENT PROTOCOL 

MQV 
USER 1 USER 2 

1. Short term keys 
     Public key = x 
Private key X = gx mod p 
 
2. Long term keys 
Public key = a 
Private key A = ga mod p 
 
3. Common key execution 
     X = X mod 2l + 2l 

 
4. Implicit Signature 
    SA = ( x + X a) mod q 
 
5. Public key 
    tA = Y B mod p 
 
6. Shared secret key 
    ZA = t  mod p 

1. Short term keys 
    Public key = y 
    Private key Y= gy mod p 
 
2. Long term keys 
   Public key = b 
   Private key B =g b mod p 
 
3. Common key execution 
       Y = Y mod 2l + 2l 

 
4. Implicit Signature 
        SB = ( y + Y b) mod q 
 
5. Public key 
             tB = X A  mod p 
 
6. Shared secret key 
            ZB = t  mod p 

 

TABLE II 

HMQV KEY AGREEMENT PROTOCOL 

HMQV 
USER 1 USER 2 

1. Short term keys 

Ephemeral private  key = x 

Ephemeral public key X=gx 

  
2. Long term keys 
    Private key = a 
    Public key A = ga  

 

3. Compute f-bit hash 
function 

 e =H ( Y, A) = 2f+Ymod2f 

 

4. Compute Shared Session 
key 

       K = H( 	A) 
      where σ	A = ( YBe)x+da  

1. Short term keys 
Ephemeral private key = y 
Ephemeral public key Y= gy  

 
2. Long term keys 
     Private key = b 
     Public key B = g b  

 
3. Compute f-bit hash 

function 
d =  H ( X, B) = 2f+Xmod2f 
 
4. Compute Shared Session 

Key 
      K = H ( 	 ). 
      where σ	B= ( XAd)y+eb. 

 

E.  Numerical Illustration for the Verification of 
Proposed Algorithm 

 Consider the domain parameters: q =2 and g=2. 
User1  User2 

          1:             x = 1                    y = 2 
          2:            X = gx                             Y  = gy 

                                   = 21                       = 22 

               X = 2                     Y = 4      
          3:             a = 2    b = 1 
          4:             A = ga                   B = gb  
                 = 22                    = 21 

             A = 4     B = 2 
          5: compute  σ	A = ( YBe)x+da   and   σ	B= ( XAd)y+eb. 
 
          6: d =  H ( X, B)    i.e.  d = 2f+Xmod2f   and  
             e =  H ( Y, A)    i.e.   e = 2f+Ymod2f.   
            d = 2f+Xmod2f     and          e = 2f+Ymod2f.   
               = 2x1+2mod2x1                   = 2x1+4mod2x1 
               = 2+2mod2                            = 2+4mod2 
               =2+0                                      = 2+0 
               =2       = 2 
 
           7: σ	A = ( YBe)x+da   and             σ	B= ( XAd)y+eb 

                              = ( 4x22)1+2x2                       = ( 2x42)2+2x1 

                              = ( 4x4)1+4                           = ( 2x16)2+2  
                   = ( 16)5           = ( 32)4 

                             = 1048576                    = 1048576  
 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

The results in the proposed method reveal that the HMQV 
is predominantly better than the MQV in terms of 
Impersonate attacks, UKS attacks and KCI attacks. Due to 
introduction of hash variant in key establishment process 
the computational weight of the proposed algorithm has 
been reduced while comparing with existing MQV 
approach. Hence in this work an improved Diffie-Hellman 
key exchange technique is introduced by incorporating the 
existing protocols in public key cryptography with much 
secure and safe while exchanging the keys between the two 
users. The proposed algorithm has been verified 
successfully with numerical values. 
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